New Behavioral Lab Coordinator

Jordan Varney recently joined the team as the Behavioral Lab Coordinator. When she is not working in Behavioral Lab she is a post baccalaureate in the Psychology Department and helping out with Social Psychology research in the Self, Identity, and Relationships lab.

Xlab has Moved!

The Xlab is now located in Suite 2 of the Hearst Memorial Gymnasium. For directions and map, please visit our map. Our new space is large and can also accommodate small group studies.

Piggyback Studies

Sometimes it is useful run more than one study in an experimental session, for compounding short studies or ease of recruitment purposes. In order to make it easier to find other researchers interested in running studies at the same time as you, please use this spreadsheet (https://goo.gl/vf32aO) and access with your CalNet account.

Grants for Research

Applications for research grants are ongoing. Grants can be used to pay Xlab subject pool participants or other outside Xlab pool (such as Mturk). Learn more about the application processes here.

SONA Subject Pool

In an attempt to centralize research projects with other departments, the Xlab/Behavioral Lab SONA website is now also home to the Psychology Department Paid studies. More studies available would encourage active participation in the subject pool!